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Abstract: 

This thesis is aimed to address the basic layout of Japanese business group 

Zaibatsu and Keiretsu. In this thesis, the historical background of Japanese 

business group and the factors led to Keiretsu today were showed. I also 

present a basic characteristics of Zaibatsu and Keiretsu and their significance 

in Japanese economy. I studied the relationship between Keiretsu and 

Japanese foreign trade and concluded a simple analysis by collecting data of 

two Japanese Keiretsu and Japanese trade statistics. The results rejected the 

hypothesis I made earlier but consistent with a scholar idea that the 

relationship between Keiretsu and Japanese foreign trade was not irrelevant.   
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1.Introduction: 

The massive industrialization and modernization of Japan since Meiji ages are 

closely associated with large business groups called “Zaibatsu” and later 

“Keiretsu”. Those large business groups dominated Japanese economy and 

many of companies within “Keiretsu” have become some of those most 

successful and famous brand in the world, such as Toyota, Mitsubishi Heavy 

Industries and Toshiba. Studying the success and failure of “Zaibatsu” and 

“Keiretsu” provides very interesting and insightful points of view of Japanese 

capitalism and corporate governance to foreign observers.   

This paper tends to discover what Zaibatsu and Keiretsu are and how Zaibatsu 

evolved into Keiretsu. Then I will discuss how Zaibatsu and Keiretsu are 

organized and the relationship between different large Japanese business 

groups. Finally, I want to examine the pros and cons of large business groups 

to Japanese economy. 

 

2.Literature Review: 

2.1 History background of Zaibatsu and Keiretsu:  

Japan is a late comer of industry revolution. Unlike western countries, which 

adopt laissez faire to develop economy, Japanese model showed a strong 

government macro control over industrialization process. The rise of Zaibatsu 

is a perfect example of government intervention. David A. C. Addicott’s The 

Rise and Fall of the Zaibatsu: Japan's Industrial and Economic Modernization 

points out the history fact that in the early Meiji Restoration, Meiji government 

sold the small business owned by Shogunate, the previous government that 

had been overthrown by Samurai, to private businessmen. Meiji government 

also invested heavily to new factories and modernization of cities. Some of 

those businessmen successfully bid on government contracts and accumulated 

considerable capital for further expansions. The second generation of Meiji 

private business owners were able to develop their fathers’ business into “a 

network of family-controlled, fiercely prideful businesses that frequently 

collaborated with the new government.” (Addicott, 2017)  

Another Japanese author Kozo Yamamura have made a more specific 

definition of Zaibatsu. He described a Zaibatsu as a semi-feudal organization 

where a certain Zaibatsu family obtained most power and distribute power and 

management responsibilities down to families and trusted confidents and 

importance of their positions were largely based the closeness of relationships 

to the core Zaibatsu families. Zaibatsu families also arranged strategic marriage 

to extend their influence to other Zaibatsu or political families. For example, the 

Sumitomo Zaibatsu, one of the Big Four Zaibatsu, were entirely controlled by 

Sumitomo family and the head of Sumitomo family, Iwasaki Takeru, took care 

of the entire business in an authoritarian way. (Yamamura, 1964) 

The structure of Zaibatsu companies followed a unique logic. The companies 

within a Zaibatsu were organized into a hierarchy with affiliated companies 

centered on the trading company, or “Sogo Shosha”, where Zaibatsu family had 
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the absolute control (usually 100 percent shareholdings). Sogo Shosha was a 

little different from the general perceptions of trade companies. Their products 

extended to a wide range from daily necessities to industrial materials and 

products. Their services were mainly about trading but they also provided 

financial services, consulting, investing and exploitation of natural resources. 

Sogo Shosha was the biggest profit provider of a Zaibatsu.  Zaibatsu family 

also kept tight control to companies of lower layer in their Zaibatsu pyramid “by 

means of holding companies, interlocking directorships, and mutual 

stockholdings”. (Yamamura, 1964) These companies served as suppliers and 

manufacturing companies to Sogo Shosha. Because Zaibatsu families 

controlled those companies, they were able to provide services and products 

to Shogo Sosha in a stable and economic manner. For example, Mitsui, the 

biggest Zaibatsu before the end of World War Two, owned 143 affiliates and 46 

subsidiaries, whose paid-in capital consisted of the total 10 percent of entire 

Japanese business’ paid-in capital in stock market in the year 1945. As it is 

shown in Table 1, among Mitsui Zaibatsu, Mitsui family and Mitsui Trust owned 

more than 50% of stock in 30 subsidiaries and 57 affiliates, indicating an 

absolute control. Mitsui family and Mitsui Trust also had significant influence 

over 46 affiliates and 14 subsidiaries by owning 20%-50% of stock. This large 

percentage of shareholdings also reflects an immature of Japanese stock 

market and huge wealth gap in first half of 20th century. Because there was little 

individual investors and small investment companies or mutual funds, the main 

players of stock markets are powerful Zaibatsu and it is important to keep a 

tight control for their business.   

The extend of business activities included almost every aspect of economy. The 

most important attribute of a Zaibatsu was the intimate union of industry and 

financial institutions. Commercial banks of incredible financial powers acted like 

the heart of Zaibatsu. They collected money from individual savers and made 

loans to companies within Zaibatsu to support business expansions and 

controls over industries.  In the other hand, Zaibatsu also ensure savers stay 

in good faith with the guarantee of the asset of Zaibatsu. The power of Zaibatsu 

banks was monopolistic. According to Yamamura, the Big Four (Mitsui, 

Mitsubishi, Sumitomo, Yasuda) banks made loans weighted 74.9 percent of 

loans made by all banks in 1944. (Yamamura, 1964) 
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(Table 1: Proportion of Stock owned by Mitsui in its subsidiaries and affiliates in 

1945) 

Zaibatsu were one of the biggest supporters and benefiters as well as a key 

role of Japanese aggressive imperialism policy. To achieve its imperial ambition, 

Japanese government needed to build new, modern army and navy, which 

required massive military productions. The growing need for military expansion 

provided Zaibatsu numerous military contracts, bringing countless fortune.  

Zaibatsu had also gained massive profit from the favorable trade deal, cheap 

labor cost, tax benefits and the privilege of collect natural resources in 

Japanese colony and sphere of influence. After Japan invaded China in 1937, 

Zaibatsu even occupied and take Chinese factories by force for their own 

benefits. Nevertheless, Zaibatsu had built their economic empire on the ground 

of other nation’s sufferings. However, after the World War, Zaibatsu had its 

judgement day. Zaibatsu was ordered to dismantled by Supreme Commander 

for the Allied Powers (SCAP). According to this order, 325 Zaibatsu affiliates 

and subsidiaries was broken up and sold to public in 1948. The result was 

satisfying for occupation forces, in1950, only 5% of stock in Japanese stock 

market was owned by Zaibatsu family, comparing to 25% in 1946. (Addicott, 

2017) 

 In 1952, a democratic, civil Japanese government took power from SCAP and 

loosed control over large business groups. FindLaw Attorney Writers mentioned 

that Antimonopoly Act had been revised in 1953 and allowed financial 

institutions to have up to 10% of stock of non-financial firms. In 1953, the 

Ministry of International Trade and Industry's Industrial Rationalization Counsel 

even publicly encouraged a more intimate relationship between trading 

companies and manufacturing companies in order to face the increasing 

American order generated from Korean War. Given this opportunity, Keiretsu 

was born in the body of Zaibatsu. (FindLaw Attorney Writers, 2019) 
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2.2 Defining Keiretsu 

Jerzy Grabowiecki in Keiretsu Groups: Their Role in the Japanese Economy 

and Reference Point (or a paradigm) for Other Countries had very detailed 

description to different types of Keiretsu. The most popular and simple version 

of division of Keiretsu is the one that divides Keiretsu into horizontal Keiretsu 

(Kinyu) and vertical Keiretsu (Shihon). Horizontal Keiretsu (Mitsui, Mitsubishi, 

Sumitomo, Yasuda) are organized from prewar Zaibatsu in a non-hierarchy 

order. Firms with credit relations are centered in a common main bank and 

provide other members within the Keiretsu that are business partner and joint-

venture with preference. The connection within a horizontal Keiretsu is loose. 

Vertical Keiretsu is built with a core large corporation. (Toyota, Toshiba, Hitachi) 

Smaller subsidiaries are organized to serve the core corporation and subjected 

to the corporation by capital relations and long-term business cooperation. 

Vertical Keiretsu indicates a hierarchy relation within the group. (Grabowiecki, 

2006) 

In Berglof, E. and Perotti, E.C’s The governance structure of the Japanese 

financial keiretsu, Sumitomo Keiretsu was used as an excellent example to 

show how Keiretsu are organized. As it is shown in Table 1, members of 

Sumitomo Keiretsu firm managers would have a regular gathering to comply 

their business plan and ensure a long-term cooperation. Table 2 shows the 

inter-companies relations in 6 large Keiretsu, we can see that the shareholdings 

are much less than what was in Zaibatsu-era. This changes proved that the 

stock market of Japan was more mature and more average people are getting 

better off to invest in the stock market, so it would not be necessary for a large 

percentage shareholding to control a company when other shares are owned 

by a group of smaller investors. (Berglof & Peotti, 1994) 

 

(Table 2: Composition of Hakusui-kai, the Sumitomo Presidents’ Club) 
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(Table 3: Financial and trade links in the six largest financial keiretsu) 

 

2.3 Keiretsu impacts to Japanese economy 

The corporate governance of Keiretsu indeed provided an efficient, effective 

way differed from Anglo-American style to business success. In the United 

States, major goal and incentive of corporate governance is the interest of 

stockholders, where their Japanese counterpart is bank-oriented. Like the old 

Zaibatsu, banks are the major financing providers. Banks are connected with 

companies through lending and crossholding and involved with decision in a 

dominated role. In addition, employees are in a very stable position in a Keiretsu 

company and their wages are related to seniority, which in Grabowiecki’s 

opinion, contributed to loyalty to the company. (Grabowiecki, 2006) The New, 

Improved Keiretsu posted by Katsuki Aoki and Thomas Taro Lennerfors on 

Harvard Business Review indicated that, after the Japanese economy bubble, 

Keiretsu are going for extra miles in terms of supply chain management. 

Companies like Toyota now have a broaden suppliers that compete with each 

other with lower price in global wide instead of choosing suppliers within their 

Keiretsu. Toyota also adopted a more flexible contracts with suppliers that are 

ready to dump them when a supplier with more competitive price appears. (Aoki 

& Lennerfors，2013) 

Foreign trade is an important aspect to build Japanese economic advantage. 

Whether Keiretsu is taking advantage of U.S. and violating US anti-trust law is 

an interesting academic topic and it influences U.S. trade policy largely. Robert 

Z. Lawrence used empirical model to examine the Keiretsu effect on U.S.-

Japanese trade. The result he concluded was interesting. According to 

Lawrence, the horizontal Keiretsu have a strong negative impacts on Japanese 

imports but no impacts on export. Vertical Keiretsu, on the other hand, had 

strong positive impacts on export and negative impacts on imports. Hence, he 

concluded that Keiretsu contributed to Japanese trade surplus unfairly. 

(Lawrence, 1991) However, Paul Shead in his Keiretsu, Competition and 

Market Access argued against Lawrence. According to his point of view, the 

connection of Keiretsu was wrongfully overstated by Lawrence and Lawrence 

had made mistakes in terms of the structures of Keiretsu. Therefore, the model 
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was incorrect and Keiretsu was not the reason of Japanese trade surplus.  

 

3. Methodology & Data 

3.1 Methodology 

Over the years, the U.S. Department of Commerce has been outspoken about 

Japanese trade surplus towards the United States and blame this surplus to the 

structural aspect of Japanese business group, indicating Keiretsu blocked the 

market access to U.S. companies. However, this point of view was under 

heated debated by scholars. Enlightened by Robert Z. Lawrence, who studied 

the import behavior of Japanese Keiretsu, (Lawrence, 1991) I focused on 

whether import and export could benefit Keiretsu or not. My first hypothesis 

would be import of Japan increase the profitability of horizontal Keiretsu and 

export would have a negative effect on the profitability of horizontal Keiretsu. 

My second hypothesis would be import of Japan decrease the profitability of 

horizontal Keiretsu and export increase the profitability of horizontal Keiretsu. 

My model would use regression analysis and set the independent variables as 

the import and export of Japan and dependent variable as the profitability of 

horizontal and vertical keiretsu. To sum up, y=ax+b where a and b are 

consistent numbers.  

3.2 Data 

I will use earning per share to measure the profitability of Keiretsu from 

Bloomberg data and the trade data of Japan comes from United Nation trade 

statistics. I choose Toyota as the representative of vertical Keiretsu and 

SumitomoMitsui Financial Group(SMFG) as the representative of horizontal 

Keiretsu. The reason why I choose these two companies is that they are the 

best in their industry in terms of brand awareness. Comparable actual EPS data 

will be collected from the income statement provided by Toyota and SMFG in 

Bloomberg. The import and export statistics would be collected from United 

Nation Trade Statistics to ensure the accuracy of the data. In total, there are 48 

observations of EPS and trade data respectively. 

 

4. Analysis & Findings 

4.1 Results & Analysis 

The results of regression tests are interesting. In general, the results are not 

consistent with the hypothesis or the model mentioned in previous section. The 

specific results of regression analysis are put in the appendix section.    

HP1: Import would have a positive effect on Horizontal Keiretsu and export 

would have a negative effect on Horizontal Keiretsu.  

The result of regression analysis of SMFG EPS and export figures shows that 

Y=0.001623X-1.94917, indicating export of Japan has slightly positive effect of 

Keiretsu profitability. Regression analysis of SMFG EPS and export figures 

shows that Y=0.002538X-3.51938. Import of Japan has a slightly positive effect 

on horizontal Keiretsu EPS. Both export and import benefit the profitability of 

horizontal Keiretsu. Therefore, the first hypothesis is rejected.  
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HP2: Import would have a negative effect on vertical Keiretsu and export would 

have a positive effect on vertical Keiretsu. 

The result of both regression analyses of Toyota EPS and export of Japan and 

regression analysis of Toyota EPS and import of Japan shows a very low R 

square value (0.01029 and 0.007574). Therefore, the result shows that the 

model is inconsistent with the model presented before. The hypothesis is 

rejected.  

4.2 Discussion 

The model and hypothesis, though may not be very complete and throughout, 

looks the matter of Japanese Keiretsu and Japanese foreign trade in other way. 

Although the model and hypothesis was inspired by Lawrence’s work, the result 

I get was not consistent with Lawrence’s result. The result of my regression 

analysis, as Paul Sheard suggested in his Keiretsu, Competition and Market 

Access, indicating that Keiretsu and Japanese trade surplus is not closely 

connected. Therefore, the trade surplus of Japanese towards the United States 

or other countries is possibly not result from Keiretsu monopolize Japanese 

domestic market and block the free access to Japanese market but from other 

reasons. For example, it could be that Japanese Keiretsu is managed to be 

more efficient and effective than their western counterparts.  

This model sure has many flaws. To start with, it only used two companies’ EPS 

data to analysis the relationship between Japanese Keiretsu and Japanese 

foreign trade. The result could be altered by these companies’ internal and 

unique problems unrelated to the common characteristics of Keiretsu. The 

margin of error could be unreasonably high. This model also failed to 

considerate the structural aspects of Keiretsu. In other words, it fails to take 

affiliates and subsidiaries into considerations. The model itself is too simple and 

neglects the trade difference of different industries and department. Generally 

speaking, this model is oversimplified and need to improve.  

 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this thesis, I gave a general idea of what is Zaibatsu and Keiretsu and how 

do they work. Understanding Zaibatsu and Keiretsu helps to understand 

Japanese economy and a business system different from western counterparts. 

The rise and fall of Zaibatsu gave an excellent example of the importance of 

moral baseline of corporations. A clean, transparent, morally unimpeachable 

way of corporate governance is needed for the survival and development of a 

modern corporation. The Keiretsu example has told us that establishing long-

term and stable relationships with business partners is an important factor to 

success. 

The analysis of Keiretsu profitability and Japanese trade statistics has shown 

an insignificant relationship with each other, providing supports for claims that 

Keiretsu companies outperformed among international competitors.    
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Appendix C: Regression result of Toyota and import 
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